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The AIRS Level 2 Support product using 
Simple Subset Wizard   



An alternative way to expedite the downloading process: 
automatize the creation of the downloading script 

 Thanks to Thomas Hearty, Ed Seiler, Eric Fetzer and Ed Olsen for help during this process  

targetDir = 'ftp/data/s4pa/Aqua_AIRS_Level2/AIRX2SUP.006/' + year + '/'   

oUrl = OBJ_NEW('IDLnetUrl', URL_SCHEME='ftp', $ 
     URL_HOST='airsl2.gesdisc.eosdis.nasa.gov 
<http://airsl2.gesdisc.eosdis.nasa.gov>', $ 
     URL_USERNAME='anonymous', URL_PASSWORD='', $ 
     URL_PATH=targetDir) 
    dirArray = oURL->GetFTPDirList() 
 

nDay = n_elements(dirArray) 
doy_string_vector = STRARR(nDay) 
 
for d_v = 0L, nDay - 1L do begin 
      doy_string_vector[d_v] = STRMID(dirArray[d_v], 2, 3, /reverse_offset) 
endfor 

http://airsl2.gesdisc.eosdis.nasa.gov
http://airsl2.gesdisc.eosdis.nasa.gov


 We downloaded 10 years of these variables 



Preparing the data 

 Uncompressed all the downloaded sub-setted AIRS standard level-2 

 Created a program that read in files, and calculated count, sum and sum^2 
for selected variables 

 Outputted a new, much smaller file for every day (nearly 1/730th the size of 
the original) 



Plotting the data 
 plot for any time frame, as well as deviations from 10 year mean 

Variable Pressure level 
(hPa) 

Standard 
Deviation 

QC used 

Methane 450 yes CH4CDSup_QC 

Carbon Monoxide 450 yes COCDSup_QC 

Total Precipitable 
Water 

Integral over all 
levels 

yes H2OCDSup_QC* 

Ozone Integral over all 
levels 

yes O3CDSup_QC 

Outgoing 
LongWave 
Radiation 

- yes olr_QC 

Specific Humidity 850 no H2OCDSup_QC 

Temperature 190 yes TAirSup_QC 

Surface Air 
Temperature 

Surface yes TSurfAir_QC 

Percent 
Probability of     
 -65C 

190 no TAirSup_QC 

Can also Plot Number of 
points accepted for any 
variables 

*= Used H20CDSup_QC  
at 450 mb for entire 
profile 



Processing the Data 

 Used quality control to remove bad cases 

 Used the latitude and longitude to  regrid the data from Level 2 (Satellite 
sampling) to Level 3 (lat/lon grid) 

 Computed average and standard deviation in each cell 

 Plotted total counts to verify a statistically significant observation 



Number of Good 
Measurements Mean Standard Deviation 

For any time period 

Temperature at 190mb, November 10 year average 



Mean Graph= Sum/total count(per cell) 



Making an Efficient System 

 Reading and parsing the hdf files takes a long time 

 Created a program that can create a climatology for an arbitrary number of 
days 

 This is why we saved sum and Sum^2 

 Idea came from Smith,N.,et al. 2013 J. Appl. Meteorology and Climate. 

 Allows for flexibility between time periods and fast switching between plot 
types 

 The use of the NASA level 3 daily files would not allow this flexibility since 
counts vary day to day 





specific10 yr 

No valid data 



percent usa 



http://old.ecm
wf.int/research
/era/ERA-
40_Atlas/docs/s
ection_D25/par
ameter_zmtsp.h
tml# 



Daily Cold Air Loft 

 November 11-15 2014 

 February 24-2014 









http://www.noaane
ws.noaa.gov/stories2
006/s2709.htm 



Tpw movie 







Looking Forward 

 Need to work on CAPE program (Convective Available Potential Energy) 

 Make it easier to add variables 

 Exploring applications 

1. Would like to look at correlation between other variables  

2. Use Percent of -65C to determine where/when it is inefficient to fly 

3. Study tendencies in all of the variables and attempt to predict future events 
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